Matrix Logic Expands Its Wireless DMS Suite by
Releasing the First ECM Solution for the iPad
SAN FRANCISCO, April 16 - Matrix Logic Corp (http://www.matrix-logic.com), a long-time Open Text
partner and integrator of Enterprise Content Management (ECM) solutions for law firms, corporate legal
departments, government agencies and private businesses, has released a wireless eDOCS DM Client for
the Apple iPad.
The WirelessDMS iPad Client is included in Matrix Logic's WirelessDMS Suite portfolio that is also known as
the Open Text WirelessDMS for eDOCS by Matrix Logic. The iPad client is currently available as a
downloadable app on the Apple App Store. With the purchase of the corresponding WirelessDMS server
component iPad users can now access content from their corporate eDOCS DM repositories.
The WirelessDMS suite by Matrix Logic now consists of the following modules:
•
iPad Client
•
iPhone Client
•
BlackBerry Client
•
Microbrowser Module (for eDOCS DM access using WAP-enabled mobile devices)
•
EmailService Module (functional eDOCS DM access via email)
•
MobileSync Module (mobile eDOCS DM client)
"As an Apple Developer and a pioneer in document management software, Matrix Logic has anticipated the
tremendous impact that the iPad will bring to consumers of corporate and business content. We are excited
to bring an eDOCS DM wireless solution to market simultaneously with Apple's release of the iPad," said
Mark Vilinskas, VP of Partner Programs at Matrix Logic. "Open Text eDOCS DM customers can now greatly
enhance and leverage their investment in eDOCS DM solutions by providing iPad access to DM
repositories."
About Matrix Logic Corporation
Matrix Logic Corporation is a national integrator and developer of Enterprise Content Management solutions
for law firms, corporate legal departments, government agencies and private businesses with offices in the
San Francisco Bay Area and the Washington, D.C. Metro Area. For more information, please visit
http://www.matrix-logic.com.

